
HOW TO START WRITING A NOVEL FICTION

I often get asked questions along the lines of â€œwhat's your process for writing a book?â€• When first starting out in
my early 20s, I tried the write.

Here are the 10 things to do right away You want to write a novel? In my experience, the amazing ideas I have
in my head turn out to be a mess on the page. Too many writers think editing is about fixing typos, but that is
the least important thing at this stage. As I read and watched these stories, I took notes, writing down each
scene and noticing if something positive or negative was happening to the character. You need to end with a
bang, but more importantly it will motivate you to finish. His trouble should escalate logically because of his
attempts to fix it. This is the same when you start writing. We run courses designed to give you the skills,
confidence and guidance to do all this right. Writing coaches have various labels for this crucial plot point. It
will pull from you everything you know and everything you are. Here are the basics. Repeat this until you
have your first draft. There was no sun. The once-reprobate lover who has become a changed man, loving
fiance, falls off the wagon the night before the wedding. Shaunta has published two young adult novels with
Penguin and teaches a popular writing course called A Novel Idea. Take the leap. Decide on themes Books are
a platform to explore key issues within society. It is, in Story Grid language, the Payoff. It really is that simple
but not easy, and you get the bug, this will turn out to be immensely satisfying and addictive! You need to
have a good answer; one that you can ejaculate clearly in a few sentences or less. Before you get too far into
writing anything, you need to get clear on what kind of story this is. How will you even sift through all of the
ideas you have? There are different types of edits. He can have weaknesses, foibles, flaws, but they should be
identifiable, redeemable, not annoying or repulsive. The conflict that has been building throughout now
crescendos to a final, ultimate confrontation, and all the major book-length setups are paid off. I use an
old-school Filofax diary and schedule my writing time in blocks. Who are they? This is a formulaic way of
writing, proven to maintain structure. Fiction genres are different and are told in different ways, so audiences
of each have different expectations that you need to cover. Your job as a writer is not to make readers imagine
things as you see them, but to trigger the theaters of their minds. Click here. Consider mood and voice Less
tangible, but just as important, you probably know something about the mood of the book. Defeats the others.
So what did I do? Consider touchstones Some books have touchstones. Instead of surrendering to the
complexity, I went back to the basics and picked the three main story parts so that I could just start writing it.
A sentence or two is all you need. Rather, you should pull out from under him anything that makes his life
easy. Second, it should take as long as necessary. Is it elegaic, old-fashioned, sad? Which do you have the
most content developed for?


